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LIGHTS FLICKER. SOUND EFFECT:  SPACESHIP WHIRRING.) 
MOM:  What was that?
DAD:  (Glances out over the AUDIENCE as if it was out a window.) Oh, it 

looks like we have a few clouds in the sky. We may need to brace 
ourselves for a light drizzle.

RONNY:  Lucy, can you please take me Bigfoot hunting tomorrow?
LUCY:  Why do you keep on asking me when you know the answer?
RONNY:  Because I’m hoping you’ll change your mind. Wouldn’t it be 

so cool to see—
GRANDPA:  (Wakes up.) Flying saucers!
RONNY:  That would be awesome, too.
MOM:  Now, dear, you know there is no such thing as Bigfoot and flying 

saucers and aliens from other planets.
GRANDPA:  Yes, there are aliens from other planets. I know that for 

a fact.
LUCY:  (Gets up and crosses DOWNSTAGE again to address the 

AUDIENCE.) My grandpa is convinced that there are aliens from 

other planets. In fact, he claims to have visited one of them. 
GRANDPA:  (To RONNY.) Your grandmother and I got married on the 

planet Zordon.
RONNY:  Cool!
DAD:  I’m sure you did. (Jokes.) Where did you go on your 

honeymoon? Mars?
GRANDPA:  Are you crazy? Trying to get a flight to Mars is impossible 

that time of year. It’s a major tourist spot. (Drops his head and falls 
back asleep. OTHERS looks at him for a moment, shake their 
heads, then go back to the pizza.)

LUCY:  (To AUDIENCE.) So, as you can see, my grandpa is a little crazy. 
But we love him.

RONNY:  Lucy, can you please—

HANDSOME: (Puts down the mirror.) Hello, I’m Ted Handsome with 
breaking news. It seems that there is a giant alien welcoming 
party planned in Fairfield Park. All are invited. Rebecca Gorgeous is 
there waiting for the president to arrive. (LIGHTS UP on GORGEOUS.
MOM and DAD stand next to her. MOM holds her eight-layer dip.)

GORGEOUS:  That’s right, Handsome. I am here at the park waiting for 
the president to arrive to welcome the aliens.

HANDSOME:  What is the general feeling out there? Are people 
excited? Are they scared?

GORGEOUS:  Good question. I have some people here to talk to
now. (To MOM and DAD.) What are your feelings about welcoming
the aliens?

MOM:  I made an eight-layer dip.
DAD:  It’s one layer more than her seven-layer dip!
GORGEOUS:  Interesting. (Sees ALIEN WATCHERS ENTER wearing their 

tin foil hats. Crosses to them.) Hello, again. What are your feelings 
about our welcoming party for the aliens?

ALIEN WATCHER ONE:  (Holds a bag.) We brought another bunch of 
SAWPE alien protector hats.

ALIEN WATCHER TWO:  These are new and improved.
ALIEN WATCHER THREE:  Yeah, you haven’t seen anything like

these before.
ALIEN WATCHER FOUR:  Triple the protection from the last ones.
GORGEOUS:  So, you’ve tested them this time?
ALIEN WATCHER FIVE:  Well, no. (Brightly.) But we’re selling them from 

the back of my pickup truck over there, and the first twenty people 
to come over get a free mug with their purchase.

HANDSOME:  It appears that everyone is in a good mood over
there, Gorgeous.

GORGEOUS:  Everyone is in a great mood, Handsome. 
LUCY:  (ENTERS with GRANDPA and RONNY.) Grandpa, it looks like we 

made it in time. The aliens haven’t arrived yet.
RONNY: (Points to ALIEN WATCHERS.) Ha! They have those alien 

protector hats.
GRANDPA:  Lucy, give me your phone. (LUCY hands him her phone.

GRANDPA steps OFF to make a call.)
ALIEN WATCHER ONE:  New, improved SAWPE alien protector hats for 

sale!
ALIEN WATCHER TWO:  Get a free SAWPE mug with any purchase.
ALIEN WATCHER THREE:  And we’ll even throw in an SAWPE alien 

dictionary. (Holds up a small booklet.)

SIDE #4 - 5 PERFORMERS

heard! They don’t tell jokes like that on Earth. (LUCY looks at 
AUDIENCE, shrugs, then goes back over and joins her family around 
the table. GRANDPA continues to laugh in his sleep as the LIGHTS 
FADE to BLACK.)

LUCY:  (To RONNY.) No. (To AUDIENCE.) Maybe one day he’ll stop asking. 
But he’s a little crazy about it. I wonder where he gets that from.

GRANDPA:  (Laughs in his sleep.) That’s the funniest joke I’ve ever 
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PRESIDENT:  (To VICE PRESIDENT.) That is wrong and mean and 
horrible. Maybe we should think of another plan.

VICE PRESIDENT:  I’d rather not, Mr. President.
PRESIDENT:  Okay, good point. Let’s move forward with that plan. (To 

FAMILY.) Thank you for letting us use your home for our command 
post. (Begins to leave, then stops and turns back.) And I hope to 
see all of you at the party tonight. There will be fruit punch. Please,
feel free to bring your favorite dish. (EXITS.)

SECRET SERVICE ONE:  (Speaks into a hidden microphone.) Rubber 
Ducky is on the move.

SECRET SERVICE TWO:  (Speaks into a hidden microphone.) We are 
close behind. (SECRET SERVICE EXIT, followed by VICE PRESIDENT.)

MOM:  Well, they seemed nice.
DAD:  The president—in our house!
RONNY:  Grandpa, what are we going to do?
GRANDPA:  I don’t know if there is anything to do.
LUCY:  We have to do something, Grandpa! You’re always saying that 

they’re kind and peaceful aliens. We need to show them that we 
humans are the same.

GRANDPA:  You’re right. 
RONNY:  We need to come up with our own plan.
MOM:  What dish should I take?
DAD:  You should make your seven-layer dip.
MOM: What a great idea! And this is such a special occasion, I’m 

thinking of adding a layer. (EXITS.)
DAD:  An eight-layer dip? What a great idea! (EXITS.)
LUCY:  Grandpa, what are we going to do?
GRANDPA:  Well, we get to bring our own food to share, right?
LUCY/RONNY:  Right.
GRANDPA:  So we’ll bring our own dish—well, sort of our own. Just 

trust me. Come on. (They EXIT. LIGHTS DOWN.)
End of Scene Six

Scene Seven
LIGHTS UP on the Channel 45 newsroom. TED HANDSOME is looking 
at his thinning hair in the mirror. PRODUCER is in her usual spot just 
off-camera. Her eyes never leave her phone.
PRODUCER:  (Crosses in front of the desk.) In five, four, three… (Holds 

her free hand up, with two fingers extended, then one. She points to 
him as she steps aside.)


